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New Jersey’s Native American History 

Friday, September 30, 2016, 9am—2:30pm 
Camilla Townsend, Professor, Department of History, Rutgers  

 
In the past, it has often seemed that we know everything and nothing about the Lenni Lenape people. 
Few indigenous groups have been as much written about in fiction and non-fiction, yet many of these 
writings are somewhat irresponsible. The truth is that the peoples who once lived in what is today New 
Jersey left behind few traces of their culture before they were pressured to travel west, eventually 
landing in Oklahoma and other places. This seminar will treat three main topics: 1) What does a careful 
sifting of existing evidence tell us about Lenape history, religion and way of life before the arrival of 
Europeans? 2) How and why did the Lenape lose power to the Swedes, Dutch and English who settled in 
the area, and how did they envision their situation? What did they think, for instance, when they saw 
the enslaved Indians who lived in New York City? 3) In later years, in the nineteenth century, after most 
of the surviving Lenape had migrated west, what did New Jersey residents think about Native 
Americans? New Jersey Senator Theodore Frelinghuysen was one of the nation’s strongest opponents of 
the Indian Removal Act of 1830. How did he and others respond to the last of the Lenape? In brief, what 
should we teach our young people about New Jersey’s heritage in regards to Native Americans? 
 

What was “the Cold War”? 
Friday, October 21, 2016, 9am—2:30pm 
David S. Foglesong, Professor, Department of History, Rutgers  
 
More than twenty-five years after it was declared over, “the Cold War” continues to captivate the 
political imaginations of Americans. Journalists proclaim that “a new Cold War” is developing against 
Russia, China, or another nation. Politicians draw lessons from events during the Cold War and try to 
apply them to contemporary situations. Filmmakers dramatize events from the Cold War in movies like 
Steven Spielberg’s “Bridge of Spies.” But what was “the Cold War”? A bipolar geopolitical confrontation 
between two nuclear-armed superpowers that began after the Second World War and ended with the 
release of Eastern Europe from the grasp of the Soviet Union? A global ideological rivalry between 
capitalism and socialism that originated in 1917, with the conflicting visions of Woodrow Wilson and 
Vladimir Lenin, and ended when Mikhail Gorbachev gave up the pretension that communism offered a 
superior model of modernization?  An objective condition of international relations or a subjective state 
of mind?   In this seminar teachers will consider different approaches to understanding three 
fundamental questions: (1) What was “the Cold War”? (2) When did “the Cold War” begin? (3) How did 
“the Cold War end? They will hear lectures on these topics from David Foglesong, a specialist on 
American-Soviet relations who has written two books: America’s Secret War Against Bolshevism (1995) 
and The American Mission and “the Evil Empire” (2007). Teachers will read stimulating essays on the 
Cold War by leading scholars and they will examine important documents they can ask their students to 
analyze. 



 

 
What is Africa to Me? 
Friday, November 4, 2016, 9am—2:30pm 
Abena P. A. Busia, Associate Professor, Department of English, Rutgers 
Chair, Department of Women’s and Gender Studies, Rutgers 
 
The experience of being a part of the “New Diaspora” of African Immigrants in the United States has 
enabled me to recognize the extent to which certain, sometimes very subtle, aspects of American 
culture from collard greens and grass baskets to ring shouts and quilts are familiar to me because they 
seem to shadow familiar forms from “home”.  This seminar will focus on sharing my journey of learning 
to recognize the different ways in which Africa is “remembered”, as legacy and metaphor, as well as in 
the practice of daily living in unexpected ways, in the United States.  Through reading essays such as 
Sheila Walker’s ‘Everyday Africa in New Jersey: Wonderings and Wanderings in the African Diaspora’, 
which discusses West and Central African linguistic roots of such expressions as “hip”, “dig” and “jive”;  
thinking about the recipes in Jessica Harris’ cookbooks; listening to the music suggested by Paule 
Marshall’s novel Praisesong for the Widow; and watching the documentary film The Language You Cry 
In, we will start to appreciate the multiple ways in which the arrival of Africans in America has shaped 
the everyday lives of people in the New World, and continues to do so.  

 
The Culture of the 1960s 
Friday, November 18, 2016, 9am—2:30pm 
Leslie Fishbein, Associate Professor, Departments of American Studies and Jewish Studies, Rutgers 
 
The Culture of the Sixties traces the political and cultural movements that shaped the decade: the civil 
rights movement and Black Power, the rise of youth culture and campus rebellion, hippies and the 
counterculture, mounting opposition to American military involvement in Vietnam, the women’s 
liberation movement, and the rise of rock music and its presence in festivals like Monterey Pop, 
Woodstock, and Altamont, examining their origins in previous eras and their subsequent influence on 
American culture.  The approach will be an interdisciplinary one employing primary source documents, 
art, music, photography, and film. Readings will feature The Port Huron Statement of Students for a 
Democratic Society, a New Left student group; writings by Martin Luther King, Jr., Malcolm X, and the 
Black Panthers; statements from the women’s liberation movement; and excerpts from the Winter 
Soldiers Investigation, testimony given in Detroit, Michigan on January 31, February 1, and February 2, 
1971 sponsored by the Vietnam Veterans Against the War. Our discussions will focus on what was 
“new” about the New Left, on the complex relationship between the civil rights movement and Black 
Power, on the varieties of feminism represented in the women’s liberation movement, and on the 
degree to which radicals opposed the Vietnam War as an example of American imperialism abroad 
and/or as a threat to American democracy and social justice at home. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Spring Semester 2017 
 
 
Slavery, Immigration, and Public Memory in New York City 
Friday, February 10, 2017, 9am—2:30pm 
Anthony di Battista, Lecturer, Department of History, Rutgers 
Director, Rutgers Institute for High School Teachers 
 
The debate surrounding the design of a memorial to those lost on 9/11 is only the most recent example 
of the difficulties faced by the city in commemorating tragic events that have shaped its historical 
memory.  New York’s geography and history offer a unique perspective through which to examine the 
role of race and ethnicity in the creation of urban public space and city memorials. Some events retain 
their grip on the city's collective memory, while other tragedies have largely faded from the popular 
consciousness. The controversy surrounding the discovery and creation of the African Burial Ground 
memorial and National Historic site in lower Manhattan will be examined alongside contemporary 
reactions to the Civil War Draft Riots. The differences among the German, Italian, and Jewish 
immigrants' commemoration of the Triangle Shirtwaist Fire and the General Slocum Disaster will also be 
discussed using documents from municipal investigations of those events. A focus on the construction of 
the memorials to these tragedies and the creation of public spaces will also illuminate the changing 
patterns of immigration and the growing problems of gentrification in contemporary New York. 

 
Globalizing the History of Science 
Wednesday, March 1, 2017, Special Time: 10am-3:30pm 
James Delbourgo, Associate Professor, Department of History, Rutgers 

 
This seminar discusses how to introduce students to the history of science by a taking a global approach 
to the subject. Such introductory approaches have often been focused on Western Europe and North 
America and utilized some form of the “scientific revolution” narrative to organize them. But what 
happens when we open up the history of science to a range of other peoples’ histories without 
subordinating them to the traditional narrative? We will raise questions about knowing the world in the 
most expansive sense of that phrase by drawing on recent scholarship that is reconceiving the field 
through exciting new questions about the history of science for a global age. We will focus on the early 
modern period of world history broadly conceived while also examining core methodological issues that 
increasingly confront history of science as a whole, as well as moving beyond early modernity to explore 
debates about postcolonial science and technology with implications for the present day. We will pay 
close attention to the role of networks in the making of knowledge; processes of cultural mixture and 
translation in the intersection of different knowledge traditions; and claims to cultural and racial 
superiority based on science and technology – claims about who is modern and who is not, about who 
possesses merely local knowledge and who can truly know the world. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
The Vietnam War and the Decades It Dominated 
Friday, March 10, 2017, 9am—2:30pm 
Michael Adas, Professor Emeritus, Department of History, Rutgers 
 
Although appropriate attention will be given to the decisions by American planners to intervene 
militarily in Vietnam and why those interventions failed, we will explore the broader questions and 
issues raised by the Vietnam War. Focusing on the striking contrasts between Post-World War II America 
and Vietnam, we will look not only at the way the war shaped the historical trajectory of the US and 
Vietnam in the decades that followed, but the understandings they provide for teaching decolonization, 
emerging nations and declining powers, and many of the fundamental dimensions of the cold war. We 
will also focus on the impact of the war on the American soldiers who fought in it and the very often 
neglected price paid by the Vietnamese people due to the American interventions. 
 
 

History of Medical Ethics: Tuskegee and Its Aftermath 
Friday, March 31, 2017, 9am—2:30pm 
Johanna Schoen, Associate Professor, Department of History  
 

Those interested in the history of medical ethics often talk about the turning point marked by the 
Tuskegee Syphilis experiment.  In this study of untreated syphilis among African American men, U.S. 
Public Health Service doctors told patients that they were being treated, not just watched, for their late-
stage syphilis. Yet, in reality, patients were left untreated. The study has become a profound metaphor 
for medical racism, government malfeasance, and physician arrogance.  We will investigate the study 
and its aftermath from multiple perspectives and analyze the reasons for its continued power and 
resonance in our collective memory. 
 

 
Religion and World War II 
Friday, April 21, 2017, 9am—2:30pm 
G. Kurt Piehler, Associate Professor, Department of History, Florida State University 
Director, Institute on World War II and the Human Experience, Florida State University 
 
Can the Second World War be considered a religious war?  How do nations at war seek to harness 
religious institutions, ideals, and believers?    How did different faiths respond to the war?  This 
workshop will offer an overview of religious history of Germany, the Soviet Union, the Vatican, Japan, 
and the United States in war-time.   It will address several questions from a comparative and 
transnational perspective.  What role did anti-Semitism play in the Holocaust?   Why did so many 
German Christians support the Nazi regime?  Why did the Vatican remain officially neutral during World 
War II?  Why did the avowedly atheistic Soviet regime embrace the Russian Orthodox Church?  Why 
were Japanese leaders so successful in turning Buddhism into a militant religion?  How did religious 
values and beliefs motivate American GIs?   Professor Piehler is completing a book examining the 
Religious Life of the American GI in World War II, and members of the workshop will have an 
opportunity to read selections from his unpublished manuscript.    
 

 
 



New Approaches to Tudor and Stuart History: the Britannic Isles c.1500-1720 
Friday, April 28, 2017, 9am—2:30pm 
Alastair Bellany, Professor and Vice-Chair for Graduate Education, Department of History, Rutgers 
 

The sixteenth and seventeenth centuries are among the most tumultuous and fascinating eras in the 
history of the Britannic Isles – they witnessed the resurgence of monarchical power after a prolonged 
late medieval crisis; the violent and permanent fragmentation of religious belief and allegiance; 
dramatic and wrenching social and economic change; a vigorous cultural and intellectual renaissance; 
the beginnings of imperial expansion in the Americas and South Asia; and a sequence of political 
revolutions that tore the Isles apart in the mid- and late seventeenth century.  This seminar explores 
several new approaches to the history of the Tudor and Stuart Britannic Isles: we will reexamine the 
power of monarchy in the sixteenth century as it was shaped and projected in the visual arts; we will 
uncover new approaches to the revolutionary politics of the seventeenth century through the history of 
political media; and we will explore new ways of teaching early modern social and political history using 
open access digitized archives, including the English Broadside Ballad Archive 
[http://ebba.english.ucsb.edu], the 1641 Irish Rebellion Depositions Archive [http://1641.tcd.ie], and 
Old Bailey Online [http://www.oldbaileyonline.org]. 
    

 
 

To register for any of the seminars listed above, please mail the 
enclosed registration form or register on-line at 

rcha.rutgers.edu 
 

Remember to register early! 

 

 

 

             
 

  

     


